Abstract. Integral equations in space-time play very important role in wave and heat conduction theory. Particular cases of these equations of so-called mixed integral equations or Volterra-Fredholm integral equations arise in the mathematical modelling of the spatio-temporal development of an epidemic. Some initial-boundary problems for a number of differential partial equations in physics, mechanics and technology are reducible to the considered integral equations.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the solution of the linear mixed integral equation t (1) f
(x,t) = g{x,t) + \\ v(x,t-,y,s)f(y,s)dyds, t G [0, Γ]
0 Μ or more concisely (2) f = 9 + Vf.
In case Μ = [α, 6] this equation was considered by Sokolov [21] and Tivoncuk [24] , who solved (1) by variants of the method of averaging functional corrections. Tukalevska [25] applied an iterative method to solve equation (1) . Piskorek in his book [17] used the method of the succesive approximations to the solution Fourier's problems, which are reducible to equation (1) with Μ being a regular surface. Brunner [3] considered nonlinear Volterra-Fredholm integral equation with Μ being a closed subset of R n \ he used continuous time and discrete-time spline collocation methods. In a case Μ-the compact manifold (see [13] ) equation (1) was solved by method of the partition of the unity by the author (see [6] - [10] ). Some propositions of solving these equations were given in papers [11] and [12] . Integral equations of mixed type arise in the mathematical modelling of the spatio-temporal development of an epidemic. It is known that the spread of a disease in a given population can be described by Volterra-Fredholm integral equations provided the disease induces permanent immunity (see [3] ). Detailed descriptions and analyses of the above problems may be found in Diekmann [4] , [5] and Thieme [22] , [23] ; these papers contain additional relevant references. But linear Volterra-Fredholm integral equations also arise in problems of heat conduction (see [6] , [7] and [17] ). Moreover, the mixed integral equations were studied in [15] and [16] .
General considerations
Let us notice integral equations of the mixed type (1) aire particular case of the following integral equation
Here Μ is assumed to be a compact subset of an π-dimensional Euclidean space or compact manifold. Moreover the inhomogeneous term g and the kernel k are given.
We note that the singling out a temporal variable and a spatial variable is realy important for the approximate and the numerical solution of equation (3) (see [3] , [6] - [12] , [15] and [24] ).
The integral equation in the space-time can be written as
where
Κ f{x, t) = \\ k{x, t-y, s)f(y, s)dyds. 0 Μ We shall say that an integral equation of the form (3) is a Fredholm equation if it possesses the properties discovered by Fredholm. The additional constraint to be imposed on the kernel will be described below. For the present, it might be helpful to note two commonly occuring classes of integral equations which are not Fredholm equations: first, the singular integral equations of Cauchy type; and second with kernels of the form k(x, t\y, s) = The choice of a function space is determined partly by the particular integral equation and partly by the applied method. Usually we require both / and g to belong to the same space, and the integral operator Κ defined by (6) to be such that if / belongs to the space then so does Κ f.
In the practice Κ is assumed a compact linear operator in the particular Banach space. This implies that the so-called Fredholm alternative holds for the integral equation (3) . Obviously, it is important to be able to recognise compact integral operators.
In L P (D) an easily tested sufficient condition is
TT El J (3) given by formula (16) and the error estimate (20) n/n -f\\Xm < ^"μ} 1^^1 Ml*- . ^{^Sy 11:
J \k(x,t-y,s)\\f(y,s)\dyd s < A(x,t)\\f\\ Xti " 0 Μ where A €. X W (D) is a certain positive function, then for |A| < my^. there exists exactly one solution f G X W (D) of equation

holds, where || ||χ ω is the norm %τι . Note that above function A can be presented in the from
6 D } = = L^D )·
In the case w(x,t) = 1 the weighted spaces X w (D)(c w (D), lead to classical spaces X(D){c(D),IJ > (D) S j and
I
\\K\\ = sxip{fil M \k(x,t-,y,s)\dyds : (x,t) e d),
II*IIM = (Jo [JM \k(x,t ]y ,s)\"dsdy\ *dxdt)\
ΙΙ^ΙΙι,οο = ίο Im esssu P(x,t)€D y, s)\dsdy, p= 1. This means that the range of application of the method of successive approximations is extended, the speed of convergence increased and better error estimate are obtained in the weighted space LW(D) with w(x,t) = xt rather than in L(D). This follows from the inequality PIU" < ΡΙΙι,οο.
Below we will give an example in that equation (3) is not solvable by method (14) in the classical spaces L and C, but it is solvable in the spaces Lw and Cw with a certain weight w. EXAMPLE 2. In the case of the kernel (3) is not solvable in the classes C(D) and L(D) by method (14) . Introducing a weight function w(x, t) = χ equation (3) can be solved in the spaces LW(D) and LW(D) by the method of successive approximations for |A| < 2, because \\A\\L" = ||Α||σ" = i
Volterra-Fredholm integral equations
Next, we shall study the mixed Volterra-Fredholm integral equations in weighted spaces. They are particular cases of equations (3) and have addi- It is easy to prove / is a unique solution of (1). Estimate (24) follows from (27). In this way the proof is finished, as b(T) = β. 
Conclusions
The aim of this paper has been to present some classical methods for solving linear integral equations in space-time. Particularly important are mixed Volterra-Fredholm equations, which arise in the mathematical modelling of the spatio-temporal development of an epidemic and in problems of heat conduction.
Theoretical and practical results were obtained in the so-called weighted spaces, which permit to extend range of convergence for Fredholm integral equations in space-time. The right selection of the weight function leads to laster to laster convergence of the iterative methods and to better estimate of the n-th approximation.
Since the Volterra part in mixed Volterra-Fredholm plays the dominant role, better results are obtained for these equations. In particular, the results also apply to the classical spaces C and L p (p > 1). The above results are an extension of [14] .
